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Chapter

The Image Stack Module
The Image Stack module is an extension to the standard version of MBF Bioscience software, providing
an additional capability of acquiring data from confocal image stacks. The confocal module accepts
confocal image stack files in the Biorad composite .pic format, the Olympus Fluoview format, the Zeiss
LSM format, as well as a stack of images in a series of bitmap files, i.e., tiff, jpeg, etc. All of the capabilities
of the standard Stereo Investigator program are also available.
The Image Stack module allows you to focus through an image stack in real-time. You may specify the
focal distance between image planes. The software automatically keeps track of the depth (Z-axis) values
while you trace. This allows you to perform tasks such as 3D neuron reconstruction with the same ease as
with a standard brightfield microscope. All data collected with Stereo Investigator Image Stack module
can be analyzed, displayed, and rotated with the Stereo Investigator Explorer program. There is no limit to
the number of images in a stack, except as constrained by your computer memory.
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What file formats
f
are supported?

We supporrt the following formats:
MBF JPEG20
000 (.jp2; .jpx; .jp
pf) MBF Tiff (.tif; .tiff)
JPEG20000 (.jp2; .jpx; .jpff)
Tiff (.tif; .tiff))
Bit Map (.bmp)
JPEG (.jp
pg, .jpeg)
ZSoft (.pcx)
PNG files (.pn
ng)
TARGA ffiles (.tga)
Olympus Fluoview (.tif)
Portable Image (.pgm; .pbm;; .ppm)BioRad C
Confocal Image (.pic)
FlashPix (.fp
px)
Zeiss Confocaal LSM (.lsm)
Zoomifyy (.pff)
DICOM (.dcm)
ANALYZE (.im
mg)
NanoZoo
omer (.ndpi; .vm
ms; .vmu)
Aperio SVS (.svs)

How do I load image
e stacks?
You open Image Stacks in
i much the saame way you op
pen other file.
To open an
a image stack composed of
o several file
es
1.

Cliick File>Imagee Stack Open. Stereo Investiigator displays the Image Staack Open diallog box.

2.

Select the images and click Opeen. Stereo Inveestigator display
ays the Order of Files for Stack diialog box.

3.

If the
t files are nott in the properr order, you can
n drag them inn the list until the order is coorrect.

4.

Cliick OK. Stereoo Investigator displays
d
the Im
mage Scaling ddialog box.
Sin
nce single imagge files don't coontain Z spacin
ng informationn, you need to manually enteer this
info
formation. Thee program prom
mpts you to en
nter the image separation whiile loading the stack. This
is th
he distance bettween images. You can use th
he focal distan ce or the physiical distance.
•

Focal Disstance—Imagee stacks collectted with Stereoo Investigator aare collected ussing
spacings that describe th
he focal plane separation.
s

•

Physical Distance—des
D
scribes the phyysical movemennt of the microoscope stage ass images are
collected. If you select th
his option, corrrection factorss must be appliied to convert the
pe movement into
i
the movem
ment of the foccal plane. The X and Y dimeensions of
microscop
the imporrted image defaault to the miccron/pixel ratioon for the curreent lens. Selectt the lens
that was used
u to capturee the images beefore loading thhe image stackk. If the image stack was
collected on
o a different microscope
m
it is
i important too calibrate a len
ns for that systtem. Select
that lens before
b
loading the image stacck. For more innformation, pleease refer to th
he section
Calibratioon for Imported
d Images.
If you seleect this option,, you need to select
s
the correection factor foor the physical distance
between th
he lens and thee image. Stereoo Investigator aautomatically enter this value for Air,
Oil, and Water.
W
If you select Other, you
y must man ual enter the fa
factor.
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4.

You can use the X and
d Y scaling used
d when the imaage was acquirred, or overridee it. Click Oveerride
a then enter the values.
Z and Y scaling, choosse the source, and

5.

Click OK
K. Stereo Inveestigator loads the
t image stackk.
If you load an image for which
w
there is no matching lens, Stereo In
nvestigator pro
ompts you to d
define
a new lens to match the image scaling. For informatiion on defining a lens, see D
Defining lensess.

To load an ima
age stack file that
t
containss all the imagees
1.

Click File>Image Stacck Open. Stereeo Investigatorr displays the IImage Stack O
Open dialog boox.

2.

Select an
n image file, an
nd click Open.

3.

Click OK
K. Stereo Inveestigator displayys the Image SScaling dialog box

.
Stereo Inveestigator needs this informatiion if it isn't coontained in thee image file.
The prograam prompts yoou to enter the image separatiion while loadding the stack. T
This is the disttance
between im
mages. You can
n use the focal distance
d
or thee physical distaance.

4.

•

Focal
F
Distancee—Image stackks collected wiith Stereo Inveestigator are coollected using
spacings that deescribe the focal plane separaation.

•

Physical
P
Distaance—describees the physical movement of the microscop
pe stage as imagges are
collected.
c
If you
u select this op
ption, correctioon factors must be applied too convert the
microscope
m
moovement into th
he movement oof the focal plaane. The X and
d Y dimension
ns of
th
he imported im
mage default too the micron/ppixel ration forr the current leens. Select the llens
th
hat was used too capture the images
i
before lloading the im
mage stack. If th
he image stack was
collected
c
on a different
d
microoscope it is impportant to calibbrate a lens forr that system. SSelect
th
hat lens beforee loading the im
mage stack. Foor more inform
mation, please rrefer to the secttion
Calibration
C
for Imported Imaages.
If you select thiis option, you need to select the correction
n factor for the physical distan
nce
between
b
the len
ns and the imaage. Stereo Inveestigator autom
matically enter this value for A
Air,
Oil,
O and Water. If you selectt Other, you m
must manual en
nter the factor..

You can use the X and
d Y scaling used
d when the imaage was acquirred, or overridee it. Click Oveerride
Z and Y scaling, chooose the source, and then enterr the values.
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5.

Click OK. Stereo Investigator loads the image stack.

If you load an image for which there is no matching lens, Stereo Investigator prompts you to define a
new lens to match the image scaling. For information on defining a lens, see Defining lenses on page
18.

Image stacks and lenses
The X and Y dimensions of the imported image default to the current lens. Select the lens that was used to
capture the images before loading the image stack. If the image stack was collected on a different
microscope it is important to calibrate a lens for the remote system. Select that lens before loading the
image stack. See Calibration for Imported Images for more information.

Image order and nomenclature
A multiple image file such as a PIC or TIF file contains all of the images for one image stack. The images
are interpreted to be sequential images with the first images the topmost images and subsequent images
are placed at decreasing Z positions. The first image is placed at the current Z position.
The order in which multiple images from single-image files are loaded is determined by the order of the
files in the dialog box. Therefore, we recommend using a naming convention that orders the images
appropriately. For example, if you number a set of images image1, image2, image3, etc., image10 is placed
after image1 but before image2. Instead, you should number the images as follows: image01,
image02...image10, image 11... in order to maintain the correct order. The images are loaded in the same
order as the files appear in the File>Open dialog box.
See the section Serial Sections from Imported Image Files on page 77 for more information.

Viewing image stacks
The top image of a stack is loaded at the current Z position of Stereo Investigator. When the stack is
loaded, the top image of the stack is displayed. A message in the status bar reads "x of n images" where x is
the number of the currently displayed image and n is the total number of images in the stack. To navigate
through the stack, use the Page Up and Page Down keys on the keyboard

Multiple adjacent image stacks
Using the Spatially Organized Framework for Imaging (SOFI) technology, multiple image stacks may be
positioned in 3D space. This allows data acquisition of specimens larger than a single field-of-view.
To load and position multiple image stacks, the Image Organizer and Move Image function are used:
Load the first stack of the series. At this point, you can move (using Move arrows or Move>Move To) to
the approximate position of the new stack, or load the new stack in the same position as the first stack and
move it later. Load the second stack of the series. The second stack will load with the first image of the
stack at the same Z level as the currently open stack. To load images at the same Z, be sure the first stack
is showing the first image of the stack. The status bar will read "Image 1 of n". To offset images, move the
open stack to the level at which you would like the second stack to begin. For example, if the second stack
was acquired starting 3 microns below first one, and the image separation is one micron, move the open
stack to "Image 3 of n" before opening the second stack.
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To position the second stack, open the Image Organizer, and be sure that only the second stack is checked
(a red checkmark shows in the second column). Next, select the Move Image tool, and adjust the position
of the second stack relative to the first.
To change the position of one of the stacks in the Z direction, select the stack in the image organizer (so
that the selected stack is highlighted in black in the last column). Close the Image Organizer. With Move
Image selected, use the Page Up and Page Down keys to navigate through the stack until the stack
matches up with adjacent stacks.
Deselect Move Image, and load more stacks as described above, or begin tracing.
At this point, tracing can be done as if you were tracing from a live image. Focus through the stacks using
the Page Up and Page Down keys, and navigate in the X- and Y-axes using Move>Move To, Move>Go
To, the field movement buttons, or Move Image and Tracing.
When the data file is saved, the relative information about the position of the image stacks are also saved,
so the next time the data file is read in, the images are put in their proper position.

Opening and merging multiple adjacent image stacks
To open a single multi-channel image stack with each channel displayed in a different color, select
File>Image Stack Merge and Open, and select the multi-channel file from the Open Image Stack dialog
box. You are presented with a Select Desired Color Channels dialog box.
If a multi-channel image stack is selected, the same file name appears in each of the Confocal Stack fields
(as shown above). Use the Image Channel fields to specify which channel appears in Red, Green, or Blue
(as indicated by the color name at the left of the dialog box). Any color channel can be left blank by
selecting none from the Confocal Stack field.
Merging Multiple Single Channel Image Stacks
To open and merge multiple single-channel image stacks, use the SHIFT key and the left mouse button to
select all desired image files from the Open Image Stack dialog box. The Select Desired Color Channels
dialog box appears. In this case, designate the color for each separate file by selecting the different image
file names from the Confocal Stack fields. The Image Channel fields should remain blank, as each file
contains only one channel. Any color channel can be left blank by selecting none from the Confocal Stack
field.

Saving image stacks
If you have modified an image associated with a stack of images, use this menu option to save the images
as a new file. This window also automatically opens following the Imaging>Acquire Image Stack
operation.

Tracing from image stacks
When tracing from confocal image stacks, trace as if you are working with a single tissue section. Stereo
Investigator keeps track of the Z-depth of your tracing by recording the Page Up and Page Down
movements through the sections. It is not necessary to use the Serial Section Manager, as the program
treats the different images of the stack like different focal depths of the same section.
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When working with multiple adjacent image stacks, some users prefer to trace all visible structures in a
given stack before moving to the next adjacent stack; others prefer to follow a structure through the stacks
while tracing. If you choose to trace all parts of a neuron or other branching structure in one stack before
moving to the next, you need to add to the endings of the incomplete processes.
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